Queen’s University is excited to host CSearch, the inaugural Computing Student Research Conference. For the first time, 150 students from across North America, will get together to share views, discuss research, and present their projects. The conference caters to both graduate and undergraduate students, encouraging the exchange of ideas, and fostering the discovery of new possibilities.

$1000+$ in research prizes!
Vik Pant

Global Lead CX Competitive Intelligence at Oracle

Speaking on: impact of Artificial Intelligence on the modern economy and social spheres

Imogen Coe

Dean of the Faculty of Science at Ryerson University

Speaking on: the importance of diversity and inclusion within STEM fields

Cecil Cheng

Executive Director at CIBC Capital Markets

Speaking on: machine learning and AI in capital markets

Alain Chenais with Lauren Bhagwandat

Former President of ACM and Maya developer and fourth-year Queen’s Computing Student

Speaking on: modern frameworks to deliver games via Javascript, using a combination of WebGL and Web Assembly.

REGISTER NOW

csearchconference.com